Service

Unscheduled Care See & Treat
Scheduled Care (PTS)

Friends and Family Test – Aug 2018
National Contractual Indicator
1. Percentage of patient responses (PTS and ECS See and Treat). We
also monitor 111
2. Patient Satisfaction Scores ( Extremely Likely, Likely, Neither,
Unlikely, Extremely Unlikely, Don’t Know)
Background


NEAS FFT requirements became mandated in April 2015

 Delivering FFT in line with national guidance is a contractual
requirement
 There are currently no mandated response rates for Ambulance
Services

111 Service

Responses

%
Recommended

% Not
Recommended

150

99.3

0

81

96.3

2.4

106

93.4

3.8

Emergency Care (See and Treat)
Friends and Family Test Survey

August 2018

99.3%

Likely or extremely likely to
recommend us to friends or family

Free Text Comments
Positive themes = 98.8%
Top positive
theme

Quality of
staff/professionalism

Negative themes = 1.2%
Quality of
care/service

Emotional
Support

 Very quick to respond to call and very good with patient.
Positive
free text
Comments

 Professional with a very caring attitude, also supplied
guidance where appropriate. Thank you
 Paramedics were very good and answered all my
questions, a friendly team that made me feel at ease.

Emergency Care (See and Treat)
Friends and Family Test Survey

August 2018
Number of Responses
Online Surveys

11

Postal Surveys

139

Total: 150

Activity

8,311

Number of see and treat patients for the month
Number

Percentage

% Variance
from previous
month

149

99.3

+0.8

140

93.3

+0.7

Likely

9

6

+0.1

Neither likely nor unlikely

1

0.7

-0.1

Unlikely

0

0

0

Extremely unlikely

0

0

0

Don't know

0

0

-0.7

How likely are you to recommend our service to
friends and family if they needed similar care or
treatment?

Extremely Likely and Likely
Extremely Likely

Trend Graph

Free Text Summary
Free Text
Comments

Positive Total

Negative
Total

Count

%

Count

Relationship
Themes

157

64.9

0

1 Emotional
Support

38

15.7

3 Quality of staff
/professionalism

105

5 Kindness and
compassion

14

Transactional
Themes

85

6 Timeliness and
access to care

33

7 information
communication and
education

7

9 Co-ordination and
integration of care

2

12 Quality of Care /
Service

13 General / Other
Totals

37

%

5.8

13.6

2.9

3
2

1

66.6

33.3

15.3

2.5

327

98.8

3

Code

Positive Total
Count

%

Negative Total
Count

%

Reassuring/put at ease
Caring
Knowledgeable
Good/Excellent Staff
Friendly staff
Understanding
Helpful staff
Attitude
Kindness
Compassionate
Respectful

1.1

5.3

19
19
4
55
22
5
18
1
12
1
1

7.9
7.9
1.7
22.7
9.1
2.1
7.4
0.4
5.0
0.4
0.4

Quick response – 111
Quick response Ambulance
Good advice
Good explanation
Communication with
patient
Links to services outside
NEAS
good /excellent service
Helpful
Efficient
Good outcome
Good care
General
Thanks

6.1

1

0.4

6.2

32

13.2

2

66.6

7.1

0.8
0.8

1

33.3

7.2

2
2

7.5

3

1.2

9.1

2

0.8

12.1

13
1
6
2
15
2
4

5.4
0.4
2.5
0.8
6.2
0.8
1.7

1.2
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
5.1
5.2

100

0.8

6

Sub

0

43.4

35.1

Sub Codes Description

12.2
12.3
12.5
12.7
13.1
13.3

1.2

242

3.0

ECS See and Treat Narrative


FFT score for the number of patients who are likely or extremely likely to recommend the
service has increased by 0.8% to 99.3%



The FFT score for the number of patients who are likely or extremely likely to not recommend
the service is static at 0



Returns have increased this month by 15 to 150



The number of See & Treat cases have decreased by 641 to 8,952



98.8% of free text comments were positive. The three main themes were quality of staff and
professionalism 43.4% (good/excellent staff was the main sub theme), emotional support
15.7% (reassuring/put at ease and caring were the main sub themes), quality of care and
service 15.3% (good care was the main sub theme)



1.2% of free text comments were negative, there was not enough data to provide any insight.



Demographics, age: Over 65 years 47.5 %, 45-64, 41%, 25-44, 8.6% Disabled 68.8%;
Gender: Female 62.5%, Ethnicity: White 88.2, White irish/Other 1.3%, other ethnic groups
9.2% Data is only collected for sexual orientation and faith online for this survey.

Heterosexual 81.2 %,Bi-sexual 9.1% Christian: 45.5%,No religion 45.5% The number of
responses was very low to both questions (11 responses)


National Comparative data for July 2018 indicates we are the highest out of 11 organisations
for response rates, we collected 51.2% of all responses nationally. We are 2rd (2
organisations attained 100%) for the number of patients likely or extremely likely to
recommend services to friends and family (92%), 2% higher than the national average. We
are 2nd (3 organisations record 0%) for the percentage of patients said that are unlikely or
extremely unlikely to recommend our services 6%, 2 below the national average.

Free Text Comments


Caring and efficient practice of medics.



Very quick to respond to call and very good with patient.



The two paramedics [name removed] and the young man were lovely, kind and caring. Professional but
compassionate attitude.



Professional with a very caring attitude, also supplied guidance where appropriate. Thank you.



The ambulance staff were excellent. Very caring, very helpful.



Extremely punctual. Both girls very pleasant and thorough in their examination. Both had a very caring
nature.



999 call. No other alternative but excellent care from paramedic.



Excellent friendly staff providing very good advice.



The staff had very reassuring way, very kind and were lovely with my mother (with
Alzheimers/Dementia). Excellent.



Response was quick. Very polite and helpful. Very professional.



Fast service experience staff friendly easy to talk to and he listened to us.



Very professional and friendly crew in an embarrassing situation.



This is to thank your paramedic staff who treated me on Sunday and also recently on another two
occasions. I was seen with speed, efficiency and [unreadable comment] kindness. I apologise for the call
out on an outstretched service, but I thank you all for your professionalism and care I received and I, like
many, are grateful that such a service exists. Thank you all.



Efficient and friendly service. Nothing was too much trouble.



The ambulance arrived fairly quickly. The paramedic put me at ease, did the tests and organised an
appointment at my health centre.
The response to my 111 call was immediate, they called paramedics who were with me in under 10
minutes. My mother has dementia and the girls were very professional and caring. My mum didn't need
A&E as they checked her and advised to call again of mum needed further treatment. Very reassuring.
Main reason is no alternative, bit of a silly question! For what its worth, crew were very efficient and
friendly. First rate service (when they eventually got to me!).





My daughter collapsed int he kitchen.



Staff were very well informed and helpful.



The ambulance crew were reassuring and thoughtful in their dealings with me.



I was unwell with chest pains, the person who phoned the paramedics was very helpful an ambulance
was dispatched straight away. Very friendly paramedics and I got a really good check up and advice.
The paramedics that came to help me couldn't have been nicer, or more professional. They made me
feel at ease and stayed with me until everything was alright. I am so very thankful that they are here to
do what they do. Thank you so much.
Arrived promptly and were experienced and knowledgeable. Spoke to our GP on our behalf and decided
on a care plan. The paramedic then went to the pharmacy for prescribed medication. I could not have
been better cared for, best paramedic crew I have come across.






Thanks for quick response and treatment for my mother.



Friendly and professional



Would just like to thank Fiona Hart and Michael Stomka for their help last night .Our problem turned out
not to be serious but they thoroughly checked my son over and made us feel at ease thanks guys



I got well look after



The guys were so professional and helped every way possible



Excellent response and competent help.



Both crew members where outstanding.



Much appreciated to our recent call out at midnight. My wife was having a hypo and they brought her
back to her self and stayed with her to make sure she was OK. Thanks a lot, keep up the good work.
Ambulance called at 1:30 and arrived in 30 minutes, put my wife at her ease - 2 male and 1 female were
brilliant! They were in the house about 1 hour seeing to her and taking tests, they were really brilliant.
The two ambulance people who came were brilliant. They were kind, efficient and very reassuring. At 75
years old this is the first time I've needed to dial 999 but I won't hesitate if the need comes again.





Absolutely brilliant service, fast and efficient and made to feel at ease. Thank you so much.



The North East Ambulance paramedics are excellent at what they do and they are very understanding.



Staff very helpful.



Excellent, very friendly and helpful.



Because of prompt and excellent responses and treatment. Could only award 10/10!



I fell in the bath, unable to get out because of 2 artificial knee joints. No mobile phone near. It was not life
threatening as the shower was running and I was warm and wet with only a slight head wound and no
concussion. I live alone and was expecting a grand daughter the following morning so reckoned I could
survive there for 24 hours if necessary after 3 hours I decided maybe I should try and get out and
managed to use the shower curtain. The team were brilliant I could write more about their compassion
care and professionalism if there was room.
Very prompt adequate and available response. A knowledgeable and compassionate, helpful
ambulanceman.




Very good service given.



It was such a relief to have the paramedic in charge of my husbands situation. He is 86 and very poorly.



They came very quickly and put everyone at ease as soon as they arrived, they were very good at what
they do and I told friends and family about our experience I can't praise them enough.
There's a medical examination. Totally professional and friendly, relaxed me after their advise to my
care. Couldn't have asked for nicer people.




The paramedic was brilliant and very helpful. Very highly recommended. Angels in disguise.



Efficient, helpful and performed their job/duties very well.



The ambulance crew were really courteous, friendly and efficient. They made me comfortable with
treatment at all times.



Quick, efficient and friendly staff who quickly understood the problem.



They were very helpful to me. Gave me a thorough check-up. Lovely people.



The crew who attended my husband was obliging, pleasant and made me feel very comfortable with the
help I was receiving not just for my husband but for me who was not the [unreadable comment] support
was great thank you.



Fast, efficient, caring.



Caring, easy to talk to, felt looked after. Very professional.



Very pleasant staff showing concern and help.



Although they took a bit longer to get here, the paramedics were friendly but professional. They were
very thorough in examining me and made sure I was OK before they left.
The treatment my daughter received after fainting was exemplary and I was confident that she had been
thoroughly examined
Although we waited one and-a-half hours for ambulance to arrive-I understand we were not a priority.
They kept us informed of delay and arrival time was second to none. Explanation and what to do next
was so informative.
I am completely certain that the ambulance service are very competent and provide excellent care as
they did for me today. Your staff were very considerate and reassuring, making me feel better. I am 90
years old.







Very prompt and thorough.



Paramedics both so patient and lovely. Really appreciate how kind they were over a panic attack and
not annoyed in any way.



The two men who attended to my wife went above and beyond to assist.



Very efficient service.



The paramedics who came today were the same as came last week. They were very attentive,
supportive and made me feel at ease.



They were very efficient, courteous and friendly.



Very professional, caring and friendly paramedics. They put me at ease straight away. A good job well
done.



Understanding, patient, thorough.



The professional and reassuring service I received was delivered without me being patronised. The two
paramedics worked as a team.



Very friendly and efficient. Put me at ease immediately.



Great service, quick, very kind and friendly.



Caring, easy to speak to, explained things well. Very polite. Excellent ambulance crew.



Very well mannered and polite.



I have notices your teams seem stressed, maybe you should be kinder to them.



The service provided was quick, very courteous, very professional. Just the sort of service anyone would
wish for - when they are not feeling very well.
When attending a 999 to my elderly mother, it was decided by the response team that because she was
not showing signs of a stroke with [unreadable comment] I insisted a GP visit next day which resulted in
a trip to hospital in my car where it was established she had a seizure. Mum is 90 years of age - the
situation was just not good enough.





So caring people look after you well.



Breathing problems. Very chesty and heavy.



Ambulance staff arrived quickly, were extremely kind and helpful. Could not fault them.



The paramedics were very kind and helpful.



Paramedics were kind and caring.



Helped my husband when needed help to bring out of a hypo. Thank you so much.



The service is very good and the crew that have to attend patients is spot on. Very helpful and do a good
job, pity government does not help in this matter as the assistance crew need more help on this matter.



Paramedics were very good and answered all my questions, a friendly team that made me feel at ease.



Very comprehensive checks by a friendly paramedic. Prompt response, did not require going to hospital.



The lovely man (Nurse practitioner) who came was absolutely fantastic - a credit to the NHS.



My reason for my answer is what lovely, respectful people the paramedics and nurses were. I felt at
ease, they were very kind and caring. Looked me in the face when talking. I felt at ease all the way
through. They are all a credit to your team. Thank you.



They were very good at all times.



Fast, efficient, professional. Possibly life saving. Thanks.



Receiving excellent treatment.



Very caring ambulance crew.



Was made to feel at ease. I felt like I was listened to and my thoughts and feelings were took into
consideration.
Because it makes me proud to say I am British and have a great health care system service, much
professional and caring people in these service in my option second to none. Thank you NHS.
Had to call ambulance service on numerous occasions and every time we had very good and excellent
medicals and advice on every visit by all paramedics who have attended tip top service every time.
We are a respite service. [Names anonymised] were the crew in attendance. Very professional
throughout their visit very pleasant and nice people. Customer has learning disability and non verbal.
They spoke and treated her with the same politeness and dignity we all expect.







The two lady paramedics who came to see my husband were fantastic. They did a great job, thank you.



The crew were very professional and friendly. They undertook a number of tests to satisfy themselves
that all was OK and no hospital admittance required at the time. The only negative was the 1 hour plus
wait for them to attend.



The service was very quick in arriving and were kind and gentle. Couldn't have been better.



Very friendly, understanding and kind.



Very helpful, cheerful and non patronising



The paramedic called Michael was very efficient and helpful. He was professional and explained
everything to me clearly. He spent time with me and reassured me that all was well.
The paramedics who came to my house when I had a bad fall could not have been better. They gave me
a thorough examination. Made me feel much better. Lovely lads.
A first responder paramedic came to see my 85yr old mother who suffers from COPD and was having
extreme difficulty in breathing. He was very helpful, calm, polite, efficient and had a lovely manner when
talking to mum.
Very pleased with the quick response, only had to wait 15 minutes. The crew were good and gave me a
good check over.






Professional and polite at all times which is comforting when you are ill.



I took ill during the night. The paramedic was there in 10 minutes. He was total class. 10 out of 10.



Highly satisfied with the attention received - caring and considerate.



Very friendly staff who put us immediately at ease.



Paramedic was very helpful and put me at ease. Was very knowledgeable at his job and felt like I could
fully trust him with my baby and her welfare.



Paramedic does all tests, very friendly and helpful.



The care and patience shown by the two gentlemen was second to none. Dealing with a dementia
patient is extremely difficult.



Not too long on waiting time. Very friendly attitude when asking questions of the problems.



Paramedics were thorough in addressing [name removed] condition and consulted her own GP in the
process. This is on my mother's behalf.



Very professional and friendly. Asked all the right questions.



I have had to rely on this service many times and have found them extremely efficient as well as being
compassionate and friendly.



Came very quickly and was very professional.



The paramedics who attended to me were very efficient and kind.



Very, very efficient and quick.



Excellent service and excellent paramedics.



The crew that attended to me were very helpful and nice. The ambulance was here within 10 minutes.



The young man who attended the accident was exceptionally polite, friendly, efficient and considerate. I
felt reassured and well looked after.



They explained what they were doing and why.




The lady who attended was a kind, professional paramedic and put my father at ease, she did not leave
until she was sure he was comfortable and went out of her way for him.
The help from 111 was calm, measured but very reassuring. The ambulance arrived promptly and the
paramedic and his assistant were excellent. They were professional, caring and also very reassuring.
Thank you.



What a lovely person called to help me and made feel help was available.



The paramedics are always kind and gentle and understand that we the patient is very often distressed.



The ambulance came quickly and the staff were efficient and friendly.



They tried to hard to help my son - he refused help and died during the night. They could not have done
any more. He was 50 years old.
Two medics arrived promptly. Both were very professional. Taking [unreadable comment] ease mum up
from the floor. They gave her a thorough check before asking if we were happy for them to leave. 10/10.
Five days after I had my daughter I had a severe anxiety attack brought on by exhaustion. We called
ambulance because of the clot risk. They were here in 18 minutes, checked, me, put me at ease and
assured me it was an anxiety attack. The whole experience was so terrifying and the paramedics were
friendly, reassuring and we are so grateful for them being there and helping us when we really needed it.
What an amazing and invaluable service.
Ambulance crew. Very caring and understanding. Patient and knowledgeable. And as a family we could
not ask for anything better.






Scheduled Care
Friends and Family Test Survey

August 2018

96.3%

Likely or extremely likely to
recommend us to friends or
family

Free Text Comments
Positive themes = 95.8%
Top positive
themes

Quality of
care/service

Negative themes = 4.2%
Quality of staff/
professionalism

Timleiness and
access to services

 Very friendly staff, I enjoy my little chats with staff, it keeps
me going

Positive
free text
Comments

 Keep up the good work and I would definitely recommend
to anyone who hasn't used the service before
 My driver was nice and friendly, he got me to the
appointment on time. I felt well taken care of as he left me
right at the department i was going to and was there to pick
me up after my appointment was done and dropped me
home safe and sound.

Scheduled Care
Friends and Family Test Survey

August 2018
Number of Responses
Online Surveys

36

Electronic Tablet Surveys

45

Total: 81

Activity

48,562

Number of completed journeys for the month
How likely are you to recommend our service to
friends and family if they needed similar care or
treatment?

Number

Percentage

% Variance
from previous
month

Extremely Likely and Likely

78

96.3

+4

Extremely Likely

76

93.8

+29.7

Likely

2

2.5

-25.7

Neither likely nor unlikely

1

1.2

-1.4

Unlikely

1

1.2

+1.2

Extremely unlikely

1

1.2

+1.2

Don't know

0

0

-5.3

Trend Graph

Free Text Summary
Free Text
Comments
Relationship
Themes
1 Emotional
Support

3 Quality of staff
/professionalism

Positive Total
Count

%

5

4.4

39

Negative
Total
Count

%

34.2

Sub Codes Description

Sub
Code

Positive Total
Count

%

Caring

1.2

5

4.4

Good/Excellent Staff

3.2

9

7.9

Friendly staff

3.3

7

6.1

Helpful staff

3.5

1

0.9

Attitude

3.6

9

7.9

Good Volunteer

3.7

13

11.4

6.2

7

6.1

6.3

1

0.9

Negative Total
Count

%

1

20.0

1

20.0

Transactional
Themes

6 Timeliness and
access to care

13

11.4

2

40

Quick response Ambulance
Ease of use
Booking the Service
I need the service to
access my appointment

6.8
6.11

5

4.4

7 information
communication
and education

1

20

Communication with
patient

7.5

1

20.0

8. Facilities

1

20

Transport does not meet
needs

8.2

1

20.0

1

20

Taxi

9.5

2

1.8

1

20.0

Safety

11.1

2

1.8

Good /excellent service

12.1

47

41.2

Efficient

12.3

1

0.9

Reliable/ Trustworthy

12.4

5

4.4

9 Co-ordination
and integration of
care
11 Physical
comfort /safety

2

1.8

2

1.8

12 Quality of Care
/ Service

53

Totals

114

46.5
95.8

5

4.2

114

5

Narrative
 The FFT score for the number of patients likely or extremely likely to recommend the service is
96.3 an increase of 4% compared to the previous month
 The FFT score for patients unlikely or extremely unlikely to recommend services is 2.4%, an
increase of 2.4% compared to the previous month
 We received 81 responses, 42 more than the previous month. We will be delivering four volunteer
roadshows in the run up to Christmas in an attempt to attract new patient survey volunteers
 Numbers are too low to comment on Geographical representation
 The number of completed journeys was 48,562 an decrease of 300 compared to the previous
month
 114 (95.8%) of free text themes were positive, 2.4% less compared with the previous month. The
main positive themes were quality of care/service and quality of staff/professionalism and
timeliness and access to care.
 5 (4.2%) of free text themes were negative an increase of 2.4%

 Comparison with different service provision, we are not able to report as figures for services other
than those who travelled by an ambulance was too low.
 Demographics, Gender: 53.6% Female, 46.4% Male; Age: 48.8% over 65, 21.4% 45-64, 17.9%
16-44 years old; Disabled: 92.8%; Sexual Orientation: 4.8% Lesbian, Gay or Bisexual and 79.8%
Heterosexual, Faith: 57.1% Christian, 19.1% No faith and 8.4% other non-Chritian faiths ;
Ethnicity: 89.3% White British, 4.8% BAME.
 National comparative data for July 2018 indicates we are the 6th out of 11 organisations and 4th in
the NHS Ambulance sector for response rates. We scored the same as the national average for
NHS organisations for the number of people who are likely to recommend us to patients (92%).
0% of patients would not recommend our service to friends and family which is 3% lower than the
national average.

Hospitals
Due to the low numbers of responses from tablets we are unable to provide a breakdown
Hospital

Number

% of responses

Darlington Memorial
Freeman Road Newcastle
Hexham General
James Cook

10

18.2

North Tyneside General

1

1.8

One Life Centre Hartlepool

1

1.8

31

56.4

University North Durham

2

3.6

University North Tees

2

3.6

Wansbeck General

1

1.8

Other

5

10.9

Queen Elizabeth Gateshead
Royal Victoria Infirmary
South Tyneside General
Sunderland Royal

Note: Some data is unknown due to data collected from FFT only online survey
Free Text Comments
care to my appointment was outstanding can not fault the service always on time the car
drivers are amazing
good lord email the service porters are amazing
good
love the volunteers porters to bits and the care I received was amazing would like to say thank
you to your team at the RVI
the care I got from start to finish from the car driver and the porter was outstanding
no other mean's of transport, the meet my individual needs
I have used the service for years and could not be without it. I feel safe and secure. Very polite
staff
Lack of communication, sent a wrong ambulance a couple of times, that could not take my wheel
chair

Excellent service
polite staff and treat me with dignity and respect
I would not be able to manage to get to my appointment's safely without patient transport. They make me
feel safe and secure
Staff very helpful and friendly staff, cannot fault anything about the service
Staff helpful and cater to my needs
good
good service can not fault
amazing what the volunteers do for the crews
service all good
amazing sevice
service was outstanding
taxi driver good service I revived from the taxi service on behalf of the Ambulance service
Friendly staff and on time
All staff very polite and helpful, willing to help
makes my life so much easier. I would be too ill to drive to my appointment s
Could not do without the service, very accommodating
lovely people, alway's on time
very friendly staff, I enjoy my little chats with staff, it keeps me going
all staff very pleasent and friendly
very friendly, reliable service
very friendly staff and i have to use the ambulance a lot. Always been first class service
amazing service
good service amzing service can not fault it the service I recvice from start to finish eg the porterage very
well trained for your service is first class
good
good
I found the service very efficency and the service was ontime
LA taxi was very caring for start to finish with the help of the porters from the ambulance service
car driver was good
all services ice received from the ambulance porters was so good I would like to thank them most all I
use the service a lot to help me get to the hospital, to be eeted y the porters who always smile when
I arrive they make me feel comfortable in the hospital
I would like to say thank you to xxx, xxx,xxx they are credit to the crews on the patient trasport sevice and
the car service
vry good service, very helpful staff
excellent service
normally good, but there has been a few mistakes lately at the time of booking
Meets all my needs and expecations
keep up the good work
excellent service every time
Happy so far, keep up the good work
would not change a thing
all good very good athat they do
I have had the best care from porters in hospital voluteer porters have made my day
I am so happy the service is a good assets to the ambulance service
can not fault the volunteers porters they do such an amazing job they are credit to the ambulance service
overall I would give the volunteer 100 percent and the patient transport the rating
cannot fault the service I received
Could not do without the service, as I need to go to dialysis every day nearly
would not change anything, very satisfied
Happy with everything. I have been late a few times, but since the it has improved
Very good service
happy with everything
keep up the good work and I would definitely recommend to anyone who hasn't used the service before
could not do without the service, caters to my needs
Always brilliant first class experience, I have used the service for many years .
keep up the good work

service is good i would recommend the service
the care I received today from the porters at the hospital are credit to the service would like to thank each
and every one of them for there help and support I getting me to my appointment
would like to thank the porters
nothing to add but an good service though out
I cannot fault the service
good service
Safe to travel with
Goood service
Need help
Its generally reliable
G8 service
Brilliant service
G8 service
Cant walk part blind
Good service
No bus service etc
Mobility problems
Reliable and friendly
Only used through necessity.
Need the service
G8 guys
Always on time unlike LA Taxis who are always late
The driver made my journey a lot more pleasent
Very reliable and courteous drivers.
Always on time and reliable.
The driver helped me to flat and was very helpfull
My driver was nice and friendly, he got me to the appointment on time. I felt well taken care of as he left me
right at the department i was going to and was there to pick me up after my appointment was done and
dropped me home safe and sound.
Very. Good
Because they do the job, don't mess around, and deliver the patient timeously to the hospital, and back
home again
Love meeting driver and talking to them
The gentleman driver was so lovely to myself and son
Very good and quick service with a friendly drivers
Could not get there any other way
Very nice people
The appointment was enabled with the help of the PTS to transport my wheelchair-bound wife to the UHND
main X-ray department for a chest X-ray. We were picked up by the PTS ambulance team at 10.45,
delivered to the hospital after one detour to pick up another wheelchair-using patient, moved to the main Xray room where my wife was wheeled in after a wait of five minutes, X-rayed and moved back almost
immediately. The reception staffer called the PTS team, and we had to wait literally ten minutes or less
before our transport team arrived to take my wife back to the ambulance and then home: a total time for the
trip there and back, plus the X-ray; of 1.75 hrs. To the PTS, and to the Main X-ray guys at UHND, a ‘welldone’ from my wife and I!
I only get out when I go to the hospital
I would highly recommend the service thank you
I am extremely satisfied with the. service i have received.

111 Service
Friends and Family Test Survey

August 2018

93.4%

Likely or extremely likely to
recommend us to friends or family

Free Text Comments
Positive themes = 94%
Top 3 positive
themes

Quality of
care/service

Negative themes = 6%
Quality of
staff/professionalism

Co-ordination and
integration of care

 I found them helpful and reliable - answered quickly
and available.
Examples
Positive free text
comments

 I was treated with patience, sympathy and kindness.
 Brilliant, friendly people on other end. They knew how
to help, absolutely fantastic.

111 Service
Friends and Family Test Survey

August 2018
Number of Responses
Postal Surveys

67

Online Text Surveys

39

Total

106

Activity
Number of 111 calls (answered)

71,893
Number

Percentage

% Variance
from previous
month

Extremely Likely and Likely

99

93.4

+1.8

Extremely Likely

78

73.6

+0.3

Likely

21

19.8

+0.8

Neither likely nor unlikely

2

1.9

0

Unlikely

0

0

-3.8

Extremely unlikely

4

3.8

+1.9

Don't know

1

0.9

+0.9

How likely are you to recommend our service to friends
and family if they needed similar care or treatment?

Trend Graph

Free Text Comments
Free Text
Comments

Positive Total
Count

%

Relationship
Themes

68

33.8

1 Emotional Support

25

12.4

3 Quality of staff
/professionalism

5 Kindness and
compassion
Transactional
Themes

42

Negative Total
Count

%

Reassuring/put at
ease
Caring
Knowledgeable
Good/Excellent Staff
Friendly staff
Understanding
Helpful staff

20.9

1

0.5

133

66.2

17

100

6 Timeliness and
access to care

19

9.5

1

5.9

7 information
communication and
education

14

7

9 Co-ordination and
integration of care

16

8

12 Quality of Care /
Service

13 General / Other
14 Triage Process
Totals

64

18

31.8

9

Sub Codes
Description

Kindness

4

5

1

23.5

29.4

5.9

2

1

6

35.3

201

92.2

17

7.8

Quick response – 111
Called back
Good advice
Communication with
patient
Links to services
outside NEAS
Treatment at other
service
Good/excellent service
Helpful
Efficient
Good outcome
Good care
General
Neutral
Thanks
Questioning process
Relevance of
questions

Sub

Positive Total

Negative Total

Code

Count

%

Count

%

1.1

19

9.5

1.2

3.5

6
1
9
7
3
22

3.0
0.5
4.5
3.5
1.5
10.9

5.1

1

0.5

6.1

19

9.5
1

5.9

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

6.10
7.1

12

6.0

7.5

2

1.0

9.1

14

7.0

1

5.9

9.2

2

1.0

3

17.6

12.1

16.9
8.5
2.0
3.0
1.5
6.0
1.0
2.0
0.5

2
2

11.8
11.8

1
1

5.9
5.9

14.1

34
17
4
6
3
12
2
4
1

5

29.4

14.2

1

0.5

1

5.9

12.2
12.3
12.5
12.7
13.1
13.2
13.3

201

17

111 Summary


The FFT score for the number of patients likely or extremely likely to recommend the service to
friends and family has increased by 1% to 93.4%



The number of patients unlikely or extremely unlikely to recommend the service to friends and
family has decreased by 1.9% to 3.8%



There have been 106 responses, (39 text and 67 postal) which is same as the previous month



The number of answered calls has decreased from the previous month by 2,456 to 71,893



201 (92.2)% of free text themes were positive, this is a decrease of 1.8% from the previous
month. Quality of care/service staff scored highly at 26.1% (excellent/good service was the
highest sub theme), Quality of staff and professionalism 20.9% (helpful staff was the highest
sub theme) and Coordination and emotional support 12.4% (reassuring/put at ease was the
highest sub theme)



17 (7.8%) of free text themes were negative an increase of 1.8% from the previous month. The
main themes were the triage process 35.3%, quality of care/service 29.4% and co-ordinaiton
and integration of care 23.5%.



Demographics, Age: over 65 – 26.7% 45-64 – 33.3 %, under 44 years old – 38.1%; Gender:
77.5% female, Disabled: 35%, White British 94.2% , BAME 1%, Christian 50.5%, No religion
37.6%, Heterosexual 86.7%, LGB 3.1%.

Free Tex Comments


Extremely good.



I found them helpful and reliable - answered quickly and available.



Great help answering my concerns and questions.



Quick and easy to use.



Because it got an appointment to be seen quickly.



Very good understanding.



I was treated with patience, sympathy and kindness.



Efficient [unreadable comment] helpful.



Easy and call and attentive operators.



I have an elderly mum 95 years living with me and have contacted numerous times. The service has
always been prompt and useful.



Daughter experiencing abdominal pain and nausea out of GP hours.



Excellent, helpful staff.



Because bad health, unwell.



Prompt and efficient.



Listen to concerns. Quick to react. Easy to talk to. Confident.



Prompt, courteous, thorough, informed and courteous.



I thought the service was very efficient. I was given an appointment at OOH for that same evening.



Quick.



Ease of access, friendly adviser.



Efficient, caring, friendly, non-clinical member of staff. Clearly speaking with clarity of meaning,
signposting me correctly with clear explanation of why and details of what was to happen next.



Prompt attendance.



Because of my own experience of help.



The process is too long, with too many random questions which are not applicable.



Quick response.



Very helpful and supportive staff.



Professional and helpful.



Very useful in needs or concerns.



I believe in the object ambition.



As it is out of services.



Having to repeat too much and all the questions.



Don't like crowds in waiting areas.



Doctor out of surgery.



Couldn't fault the service.



Put me straight on to urgent care.



Late at night, needed to speak to someone.



It was a useful way of getting to see a medical professional out of hours.



Staff were lovely.



Quick answer. Very helpful. Gave me appointment that I could not get at my doctor's.



Very professional and informative. Friendly, quickly gave me an appointment for [unreadable
comment] centre.



What else can one do?



I usually have no trouble getting through within 5 minutes.



The adviser listened to what I said instead of talking at me.



The call was answered quickly and expert advice was given.



Helpful.



Received advice and 111 service. Also booked at GP OOH urgent care centre appointment.



Because the service is great off everybody.



Helpful assistance, prompt attendance.



I found the advice etc. helpful and the operator very professional.



Prompt response and good patient care.



I would advise to call you rather than go to a GP.



Very poorly, got appointment straight away. Lovely person on line and very understanding.



Good telephone response, although all the questions at the beginning are time consuming but I
understand it's necessary.



Very helpful.



Very helpful.



Unable to get a doctors appt - 4yr old son's eczema flare up.



111 service is there for help when your GP surgery are too busy.



They were very helpful.



Professional and informative also caring.



Brilliant, friendly people on other end. They knew how to help, absolutely fantastic.



This is an only option to get advice.



The staff were very thorough and extremely helpful



Found them very helpful



The support was provided and ambulance reached very quickly. The NHS representatives helped
with the issue.



Good advice and follow up care arranged



The person I spoke to was polite and knowledgeable. She got the chemist to issue the medication
without having to go to urgent care for a prescription..



They were very helpful on the phone and really easy to talk to.



It was quick and easy to use



I was most impressed with the service. I got an appointment and saw a doctor promptly and was
home within two hours



Have not used service



Everything was handled efficiently



Were very professional




The young lady who spoke to me(
Katrina I think her name was) was very pleasant and helpful as well as having a calm and confident
manor. She put me at ease and I felt I was in very are hands.



Very thorough




Think the nhs do a wonderful job as we have had to ring them a few times about our son who has
asthma and they are all fantastic
Non emergency & advice on next step to take it's more reassuring if unsure if your an emergency or if
you have any worrys



Seen by practitioner very quickly, medication provided.



Solved the issue very effectively



Really helpful staff member and very good process



The service was great and offered reassurance when I couldn’t see a dr because it was a Sunday.
The service was quick and responded on the time they said. The staff were friendly and helpful.



They listened to my health concern seriously and acted immediately for help.



They were helpful and reasuring



Quick, easy and good advice



Always polite. Positive. Thorough too.



Very helpful



Because the 111call got me the treatment I needed



Lady on the phone was very helpful, couldn’t get in touch with my GP for emergency appointment but
this lady never give up and got me a appointment within the hour! I want to thank her as my son then
got referred to hospital and never came home until a week later. I feel without this lady’s help I
wouldn’t of getting appointment and my baby wouldn’t be better now. Thank you! Your service was
brilliant and you are a credit to your job :)



Very helpful when needed during out of gp surgery hours



It’s a great service to get advice instead of going to hospital or having to ring 999.



They are really helpful when you have a concern and give out valid information that you probably
didn't know



It got me the extra help to deal with my pnuemonia



Lovely caring person answered phone took things at my pace and got me the help I needed



Bring back walk in clinics what a load of s***e the 111 service is. Closest place they could send me
was hartlepool at a stupid time of 1am i live in redcar or got sit in a and e in james cook for 4 hours
clogging it up even more for something the walk in could of done before in ten mins. The operator
then had the cheek to be rude to me saying so you dont want our help then ! No not at 1am and have
to drive 40 mins to get there aswell i start work at 5 in the morn unlike the drug addict scruffy oxygen
thieves clogging up a and e .
time for call back was in excess of 4 hours and the phone rang 2 times and hung up - not enough
time to answer. shocking service!!!




Very satisfied, good people.



Not always the answer I'm looking for - I had awful toothache and wanted to be seen sooner, but
good the service was there.
Not dissatisfied in any way, helpful even being past to a doctor who completely put my mind at ease.
Great service, well done from first to last.




Getting me an appointment to be seen quite quickly.



Very pleased.



Very helpful and nicely dealt with.



I was diagnosed and treated quickly. I was not fobbed off as sometimes happens when you visit a GP
with a problem for the first time. My treatment was prescribed quickly and worked in the timescale that
I was told it would.
I appreciate the call handlers have a set amount of questions to ask but when you are phoning
because you feel like you are having a heart attack etc. Questions like what is your name and
address etc. are the last things on your mind. Also there are too many questions before the handler
asks you why you are calling.
I didn't need to wait too long to get an operator. They ran through all their questions clearly and make
them understandable and the advice given and their assistance got me a call out by a GP within an
hour.
When I explain my mum's age and being hard of hearing they are always happy to discuss the
problem with me as I am my mum's main carer.








Satisfied - they arranged an appointment at the nearest urgent care centre.



It was extremely important as she would not have been able to get to the hospital due to lack of
money. Thank you.
It was a Sunday and we got a paramedic but there wasn't a GP for him to contact - only an AP or
District Nurse.




They were confident. Quick to react. Understanding concerns. [unreadable comment]





The questioning was thorough and decisions made promptly. I was particularly concerned about my
problem and I was unable to get a GP appointment.
Problem was easily diagnosed, call handler was experienced. Ambulance staff were friendly and
helpful.
I felt call handler performed efficiently, friendly, caring, professional and provided clear explanation
and reassuring. However, I feel the let down, not on behalf of ambulance service was that the urgent
care nurse practitioner did not examine me, asked me what was wrong - listened to my accent of
history and symptoms decided on a diagnosis without examination prescribed meds and sent on my
way. [unreadable comment]



Was reassured as I was calling on behalf of my mother.



The prompt reply and their action as it reassured me that I could get help needed.



Extremely helpful in booking local urgent appointment.



Just the speed and accuracy of getting an appointment.



Can sometimes take a long time for advanced help after original call by [unreadable comment].



I rang on behalf of [name removed] who was having a serious migraine attack but 111 did everything
to avoid sending anyone to help her. Very sorry I bothered you.



Lot quicker. Little or no waiting in full areas. Thank you.



Very caring and quick to give advice.



Very helpful.



I knew I required antibiotics for a condition which I had experienced before and to get these I needed
to see a medical professional, they advised me about how to see someone by arranging an
appointment at the urgent care centre. Thought I was going to see a doctor, but saw a nurse. I arrived
at the allotted time and then had to wait 2 hours to be seen!



Questioned around issue for full understanding - info given was therefore appropriate and helpful.



Excellent personal skills. Sympathetic to your needs. Quick advice.



It was reassuring that there was somewhere to receive treatment when my doctor's were phoned or
[unreadable comment] appointment. While my health issue was not an emergency it needed
immediate attention. All health personnel really friendly and reassuring.
I rang with severe dental pain as unable to get dental appointment with my dentist. The call handler
said someone would call me back. I waited 5 hours, they didn't. I rang 111 again, I was told to go to
Sunderland Royal Dental Service. By this time it was about to close. I was given antibiotics. I was
very dissatisfied that I waited all day and no one called me back as promised. It was a Sunday.
With having anxiety I often get unsettling symptoms. I had tense headaches where I was advised to
go out of hours which I did. The adviser on the phone was sensible as vision headaches with nausea
can be alarming! I always find the advice reassuring [unreadable comment] anxiety.









The adviser was polite and did not speak in a derogatory way.



All advice was given quickly, correctly and help was sent as soon as possible.



Friendly, reassuring and confident.



All good.



The call was excellent, understood the situation straight away.



The advice and help given. The professional way the call handler dealt with my problem.



When you are feeling poorly its difficult to answer all the questions at the beginning as it feels like a
long time.



The service wasn't helpful as I had to ring 999 and went to hospital with pneumonia.



Great service. Operator and nurse very understanding and helpful.



My GP surgery was busy they told me to contact 111, [unreadable comment] speaking to 111, he told
me to contact my GP. So I didn't receive help either way!



No problem at all. Very professional and knowledgeable.



So friendly and knew exactly how to help.



My queries were answered quickly



Quick and easy



No problems at all really helpful, got me sorted with a appmoment straight away would definitely use
again in the future



More than satisfied



Nothing at all



Nice to no i can get help over the phone to help point me in the right direction



The quickness and reassurance when they dealt with my situation was amazing . I was seeking help
for my 90 year old mum who was also reassured by what was happening.



I was extremely disappointed upon my first call, i was in greece when problem occured, could not get
any help or advice from local hospital there so called 111 for advice on being able to fly hours later to
which i could not get any advice with being abroad nor could i speak to a doctor at my previous gp
practice as my current gp was closed by 2pm. Thankfully i took the risk, flew home then called again
and all is well



Very nice on phone and they put you at ease through the call



Calm , patient, reassuring .



Nothing, fantastic service



My son had a rash, which I felt was probably nothing but felt I needed to seek medical advice just in
case. They asked relevant questions to rule out serious conditions and offered the reassurance I
needed.



They took my health concerns seriously I am grateful for that.



Spoke clearly and very nice



They were thorough. I was surprised when they mentioned an ambulance but I understand how the
system works. They listened to me when I said I knew what I needed for this reoccurring issue.



Everything was satisfaction apart from some question were irrelevant



The lady never give up and kept ringing my GP for me to get an emergency appointment



How helpful they were and ability to put at ease with their knowledge.



She was really helpful and understood I had a problem and helped me quickly to resolve it



Lady who answered phone was calm and reassuring got me an appointment with out of hours go
within an hour
I would without doubt not ring 111 again i will just go to a and e and waste there time for anything at
all I deem neccesary.



Social Media Update August 2018

Patient/Community Engagement – August 2018
Date

Event

Details

01/08/2018

Thornley Communty Centre

Public

01/08/2018

Fulwell Library

cPAD

7/08/2018

Stockton Council library

cPAD

Middlesbrough Mela

Raised awareness of service, employment
and volunteering opportunities,
FTmembership and and gathered feedback
from BAME people

Sedgefield Agricultural Show

Raised awaerness of service, employment
and volunteering opportunities and FT
membership

Railway Tavern Rowlandsgill

cPAD

Allendale Agricultual Show

Raised awaerness of service, employment
and volunteering opportunities and FT
membership

11/8/18 &
12/8/18

11/08/2018
15/08/2018
18/08/2018

19/08/2018 Emergency Services Day

North East Land & Sea Museum
Sunderland

26/8/18 &
27/8/18

Newcastle Mela

Raised awareness of service, employment
and volunteering opportunities,
FTmembership and and gathered feedback
from BAME people

Glendale Agricultural show

Raised awaerness of service, employment
and volunteering opportunities and FT
membership

27/08/2018

Patient Transport Service (July 2018) National Comparative Data

Total
Responses

Total
Eligible

%
Recomm
ended

% Not
Recomm
ended

2,534
2,176
2,534
901

566,897
522,754
566,897
22,598

92%
92%
92%
91%

394

26,862

LONDON AMBULNACE SERVICE

0

YORKSHIRE AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST

Organisation Name

Breakdown of Responses
Extremely
Likely

Likely

Neither

Unlikely

Extremely
Unlikely

Don't
Know

3%
3%
3%
2%

1,722
1,461
1,722
558

602
533
602
261

92
82
92
50

44
40
44
18

42
31
42
0

32
29
32
14

93%

3%

199

169

9

7

5

5

4

NA

NA

0

0

0

0

0

0

NORTH EAST AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS FT

0
39

83,724
48,892

NA
92%

NA
0%

0
25

0
11

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
2

EAST MIDLANDS AMBULANCE SERVICE TRUST

0

16,777

NA

NA

0

0

0

0

0

0

WEST MIDLANDS AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS FT

51
211
572
0
8
335
23

76,941
45,205
125,040
839
75,872
38,212
5,931

80%
90%
94%
NA
0%
92%
100%

4%
7%
3%
NA
88%
4%
0%

39
157
483
0
0
239
22

2
33
57
0
0
68
1

6
5
10
0
1
10
0

0
6
7
0
2
4
0

2
8
11
0
5
11
0

2
2
4
0
0
3
0

England (including Independent Sector Providers)
England (excluding Independent Sector Providers)
Selection (excluding suppressed data)
GUY'S AND ST THOMAS' NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
IMPERIAL COLLEGE HEALTHCARE NHS TRUST

EAST OF ENGLAND AMBULANCE SERVICE TRUST
NORTH WEST AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST
ISLE OF WHITE NHS TRUST
SOUTH CENTRAL AMBULANCE SERVICE
ARRIVA TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS
THAMES AMBULANCE SERVICE

Source: http://www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/pe/fft/friends-and-family-test-data/

Emergency Care Service - See and Treat (July 2018) National Comparative Data
Breakdown of Responses

Total
Responses

Total
Eligible

%
Recomm
ended

% Not
Recomm
ended

Extremely
Likely

Likely

Neither

Unlikely

Extremely
Unlikely

Don't
Know

England (including Independent Sector Providers)

206

277,358

90%

8%

161

24

5

7

9

0

England (excluding Independent Sector Providers)

206

277,358

90%

8%

161

24

5

7

9

0

Selection (excluding suppressed data)

206

277,358

90%

8%

155

24

5

7

9

0

LONDON AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST

5

27,331

80%

20%

4

0

0

0

1

0

YORKSHIRE AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST

0

16,214

NA

NA

0

0

0

0

0

0

NORTH EAST AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS

105

7,349

92%

6%

77

20

2

4

2

0

EAST MIDLANDS AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST

16

17,356

81%

19%

13

0

0

0

3

0

WEST MIDLANDS AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS

1

31,327

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

EAST OF ENGLAND AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS

26

22,761

100%

0%

24

2

0

0

0

0

NORTH WEST AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST

5

23,659

100%

0%

*

*

*

*

*

*

SOUTH WESTERN AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS

15

27,947

73%

13%

11

0

2

1

1

0

ISLE OF WIGHT NHS TRUST

6

606

100%

0%

6

0

0

0

0

0

SOUTH EAST COAST AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS

15

15,723

87%

13%

11

2

0

0

2

0

SOUTH CENTRAL AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS

12

20,085

75%

17%

9

0

1

2

0

0

Organisation Name

Source: http://www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/pe/fft/friends-and-family-test-data/

